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Conformal Gravity with Torsion
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We study a conformal effective theory in the presence of the torsion field. A power-law
inflationary solution in the constant gauge is obtained in k = 0 Friedman-Robertson-Walker

space. If k f 0, a formal result is also presented. Some technique details are discussed and
remarked. It appears that the low energy relic from the torsion field deserves more study.

We will study the following conformally (Weyl) invariant effective action1  with tosrion

field2 conformally coupled to the metric field:

S= /d4z&[ - h42R + iaa40a4 - & F~~F~~c - v(4)], (1)

where 9 is a real scalar field with a negative kinetic energy coupling. Throughout this paper,

we will use a, b, c, . . . to denote space-time indices and i, j, k, . . . to denote spatial indices, i.e. a

= 0,1,2,3  while i = 1,2,3 etc... Note that the fist two terms in (1) can actually be induced from

S = _f v$[-1/12R]  by replacing all &b by &b = $2&b  such that S(g) = I J$ [-l/12 $2R + l/2

&&~ì$].  Therefore it is obvious that (1) is invariant under the following scale transformation:

4’  = s-ë#J  and &b’ = s2&t, with s = s(x) being a local scale parameter. Note also that V($)

has to be 1/8 $4 in order to preserve scale symmetry. In fact, we will find out that the dynamics

of the system will force the self coupling of # to take the following form: V(#) = l/8 c#J~.

Moreover, Fabc  is the curvature tensor of the torsion field &h. Writing F E FahcdxadxbdxC

and A E %bdxadxb as three-form and two-form respectively, we find that F = dA. The F2 term

(without @-2  coupling) is known as the Kalb-Ramond term which is present in the ten dimen-

sional supergravity action.3 In this paper we will study (1) in four dimensions and discuss the

effect of the &t, and 9 fields on the evolution of the early universe.4

The equation of motion for %t, can be derived directly from (1) by the least action prin-

ciple. The result reads
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Da(qr2FabC)  = 0 (2)

Observing that Fabc  is a totally skew-symmetric type T(0,3)  tensor, we can hence write it as Fabc
z EabcdTd for some type T(1,O)  vector Td with the help of the totally skew-symmetric type T(0,4)

Levi-Civita tensor &at&.  Writing T = Tadxa  (a one-form), (2) can be written as *d(+-9)  = 0,

thus

d(4-2T) = 0 (3)

in four dimensional space. Here * is the Hodge star operator on differential forms.í If our

(pseudo-) Riemannian manifold M belongs to the class for which the first cohomology group is

trivial (i.e. HI(M)  = 0), one can show that all closed forms on M are exact. Consequently, there

exists some scalar field x such that #J-~T = dx. Furthermore, in order to make all coupling con-

stants dimensionless (this is the reason why we want to study scale invariant theory), one can

writex  as log r]’ for some scalar field 7 of dimension one. Here 1 is some dimensionless constant

. to be determined. Finally,

Consequently, the torsion field&b can be read off from (4). We will, however, not need to know

Aab explicitly. (4) will be sufficient for our purpose.

The Euler-Lagrange equations for 9 and gab read
.

42$7abR  - ha]  t  [-vaab42  t  vcac42gab]  -t 6gabv

= (%bb&w4  - 6&&%$]  - -$g.bF2  - 6FadFid]
(5)

(6)

In order to write ;h; equations of motion for g& and $ in a more compact form, we will set $
E ep’ and 77 E e . After some algebra we have

Gab = aaVabcP t &abcP  - Sab(ad@P  t DcacV) (7)
-%b((P> - Tab@'%

R = -$aavaa9  + 2D"a,(p) - 312(aa8aîq  - 12t!$ (8)

after inserting the explicit form of F&c as given in (4). Here the Einstein tensor Cab, the general-

ized momentum tensor of ëp  and 8 (i.e. Tab(p) and Tab(e)) are defined as Cab E l/2 g&R - Rab,

Tab(p)  = -3/2[1/2  gab&&p - aapabp] +  6gab V&J and Tab(e)  = 312[1/2  &b&&% - daeabe]

respectively. Also q = $2 = eP. As we promised before, we find that the potential term V must

- ___
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obey the following equation:

($Jc?$  - 2)V = 0

Note that (9) followed directly from comparing the trace equation of (7) and R given in (8). This

means that V = 1/8 q2 since +ëa,  is the v power counting operator. Note also that equation
(9) is nothing but a dynamical constraint born with the conformal symmetry of (1). The presence

of the #4 coupling will complicate our computations. At the moment, we are not able to make

any definite conclusions ifl f 0. Therefore, in the remainder of this letter, we will simply assume

2 = 0 (hence V = 0). Consequently the theory (1) has effectively a zero cosmological constant.

We will not address the problem of the cosmological constant here. It is, however, very natural

to assume that (1) is merely an effective Weyl invariant action with torsion and vanishing cos-

mological constant. We will ignore the V term by assuming that the vanishing of the cosmologi-

cal constant was achieved by some other mechanism well before (1) became effective. We hope

that (1) has to do with the evolution of our early universe.

Furthermore, the Bianchi identity D,Gab = 0 will put a constraint on the field equation

(7). After some algebra we find
.

a,wcp + D,dîB  = 0. (10)

Note that the Robertson-Walker metric4 is defined by

ds2 E gabdd'dzb = -dt2 + a2(t>  (6 + rídi-2). (11)

Here dQ = de2 + sin2Bdx2  denotes the solid angle, and k = 0, + 1 stands for a flat, closed or

open universe respectively. Note that the dxa defined above is a bosonic differential in contrast

to the differential form used earlier in this paper.

One can show that t? and p can only be a function of t if 0 and p are assumed to have max-

imal symmetry.4+j Writing a = ea, we can write the Goo-part  of (7) and (10) as

(12)

(13)

after some algebra. It is known that four (in fact one, due to the symmetry of the R-W metric)

out of the equations (5-6) is redundant due to the Bianchi identity DaGab = 0. But, a careful

analysis shows that every equation is equally redudant except the tt component of (5), which is

known as the generalized Friedman equation (12). This is readily understood by observing that

the Friedman equation is in fact a first order ODE, in contrast to other equations which are all

second order ones. In fact, (7) takes the form Hab = 0 where Hab = Gab - &b with Kab denoting
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what appear on the right hand side of (7). Consequently, the Bianchi identity can be rephrased

as

D,Hab = 0, (14)

on shell. This is because DaGab = C due to the Bianchi identity and DaKab  = 0 as an on shell

constraint. The equation (14) will become

(& + 30í)Hoo  + 3aaíH = 0. (1%

as soon as the R-W metric is substituted into (14). Here H z l/3 hîHij  while gj z a2hij. In

fact, it is straightforward to show that Hij = Hhij in this theory under the constraint that 8 and

p are both spatial independent. The exclusive role played by the tt equation of Hab = 0 can be

readily checked at this moment. Indeed, (15) indicates that: Hoe = 0 will imply H = 0 if aí #

0. On the other hand, H = 0 implies

(8, + 3cuí)Hoo  = 0..

(16) can hence be integrated directly to give

a3Hoo  = constant, (17)

which is not sufficient to deduce the desired result Hoe = 0. Therefore the generalized Friedman

equation (12) is indeed an exclusive equation of motion. Hence we are free to exclude any

redundant one among the whole set of equations of motion except the generalized Friedman

equation. For later convenience, we will stick to (12-13) by ignoring the ij equation of (7)

without loose ends.

Note also that in this theory the EOM (8) is in fact redundant which is equivalent to the

constraint (9). Therefore we have effectively three variables and two equations. This is a

general feature of conformal actions which indicates that we have an extra freedom of gauge

choice. Moreover, the torsion field actually can not be determined completely by the dynamics

of the system. It is a rather unusual situation that 0 (hence p and f&b)  can only be determined

by phenomenological contraints  (see below). Note that (13) can be integrated to give

eí=  k
le

-3a-9
(18)

where kl is an integration constant to be determined. Moreover writing/I = a + p/2, (12) bc-

comes

pf2 = ~e-iV3-.  _ ,Le-2P-9.

Let ds/dt = e(fî2,  (19) can be simplified as
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by assuming p = p(s(t))  and /I = /?(s(t)). Let b 3 g(ë),  then (20) becomes

bí2  = yb-4 _ I;,

where bí = abias from now on. If k = 0, one fmds that bí = f k11/42 bq2.  Hence

1

f
,

287

(20)

(21)

if k = 0. Here bt~ is an integration constant. If k f 0 one has

(22)

(23)

Here y = (2/kr2Z2)ì4b.  Note that the integration in (23) can be integrated to give combinations
. of elliptic functions.7 Since the explicit form of b(s) is not easy to express, we will instead put

(23) in a more compact form:

which is a formal expression ready for computer programming. Here f(z) = sin(z) if k = 1 and

f(z) = sir&(z)  if k = -1. Also z = >2. Though we have formally obtained all solutions regardless

of the signature of k, it is not easy to analyse the behaviour of a if k f 0. We will only discuss

the k = 0 case for the moment. Since ds/dt  = exp(cp/2),  we have s(t) = Ji exp(cp(tí)/2)dt’  +

so, and therefore

Here po = cp(t = 0) and ao = a(t = 0). If exp(p/2)  = k2 = const, one has

3hl 1
a = [ui f - J

&k; t1

(25)

(26)

This is a power-law inflationary solution if klUkz2 > > 1. If k f 0 and exp(@)  = k2, (24) gives

(27)
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Note that different choice of p corresponds to different choice of gauge in the theory (1). It

appears that the gauge choice has to await more informations from cosmological observation to

depict the most appropriate gauge choosing. Therefore the conformal symmetry breaking can

only be fmed by comparing our theory with cosmological observation.

In summary, we study a conformal  effective theory in the presence of the torsion field. A

power-law inflationary solution in the constant gauge is obtained in k = 0 Friedman-Robertson-

Walker space. If k z 0, a formal result is also presented. Some technique details are discussed

and remarked. It appears that the low energy relic from the torsion field deserves more study.
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